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TECHNICAL NOTE D-1772 
STUDY OF INERTIAL NAVIGATION ERRORS DURING REENTRY 
TO THE EARTH'S A'IMOSPHERE 
By Q. Marion Hansen, John S . White, 
and Albert Y. K. Pang 
SUMMARY 
The navigation errors in position and velocity which result from erroneous 
initial conditions and imperfect inertial navigati on equipment have been analyzed 
for a space vehicle reentering the earth ' s atmosphere . The analysis has shown 
that for realistic errors and reentry conditions a linear error analysis will 
usually be valid; that is, the partial derivatives of final position and veloc -
ity with respect to initial conditions and equipment parameters may be treated 
as constants. Also, the analysis has demonstrated that these partial deriva -
tives can be used to estimate the final errors which result from using various 
combinations of initial condition and equipment errors with the inertial naviga -
tion process started at various times before reentry . 
It was found that when the inertial navigation process is started just prior 
to reentry the final errors resulting from initial condition errors predominate, 
but when started well before reentry the final errors resulting from equipment 
errors predominate . Initial altitude error is the most significant initial con -
dition error, and accelerometer bias and gyro drift are the most significant 
equipment errors. The final errors due to accelerometer bias may be greatly 
reduced by treating the outputs of the accelerometers as zero above the 
atmosphere . 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
If a vehicle reentering the earth ' s atmosphere is to reach a particular 
landing site , it is desirable to have cont i nuous knowledge of position, velocity , 
and attitude of the vehicle . To provi de this information for a reentry vehicle , 
especially one with a pilot , an inertial navigat i on system is generally consid -
ered essential, since continuous radio recept i on of ground data is very difficult 
(if not impossible) ,and since it is very desirabl e , from a reliability standpoi nt , 
to have an accurate , self -contained navigat i on system on board the vehicle . 
In any inertial navigation system, navi gati on errors in i nstantaneous 
position and velocity result from both erroneous i nit i al conditions and imperfect 
inertial navi gation equi pment . These navigation errors during reentry from a 
circular orbit i nto the a tmosphere of a spherica l, rot ating earth were studied in 
reference 1 . The present study extends t he analysis of reference 1 to include 
partial derivatives . The use of partial derivatives for predicting navigation 
errors which r esult from only initial condition errors for nonatmospheric reentry 
i s fa irly common (ref . 2 , p . 736, for exampl e ) . The present report uses partial 
der ivatives to examine the navigati on errors i n position and velocity which 
result when an inertial navigation system is used during reentry into the atmos -
phere of a spherical rotating earth. 
There are t wo main objectives of this report. The first is to determine the 
range of values of initial condition and equi pment errors over which a linear 
error analysis is valid) t hat is, to determine the range over which partial deriv -
atives of final positi on and velocity with respect to initial conditions and 
equi pment parameters remain constant. The second objective is to demonstrate 
within the linear range the use of these partial derivatives for estimating the 
final errors which result from using various combinations of initial condition 
and equipment errors with the i nertial navigati on system "started" at various 
times before reentry . 1 
I n this study, a lunar trajectory is used as an examplej however, it will be 
shown that a linear analysis should be valid for any realistic errors and reentry 
conditions . Furthermore, the same error relationships should exist between the 
relative effects of initial condition and equipment errors upon the final errors 
for any realistic errors and reentry conditions . 
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NOTATION 
reference area for aerodynamic force coefficients, km2 
semimajor axis of an ellips e , km 
drag coefficient 
vehicle constant relating drag per uni t mass to airspeed and air density , 
4 . 1><10-9 km2 /kg 
aerodynamic drag per unit mass , km/sec 2 
eccentric anomaly of an ellipse , radians 
eccentricity of an ellipse 
acceleration, or nongravitational force per unit mass , km/sec 2 
lIn this report the inertial navigation system i s considered to 
when the last set of initial conditions is put i nto the system, that 
sys tem is updated for the l ast time prior to reentry. 
be flstarted" 
i s , when the 
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I . 
g ~2' gravitational attraction of earth per unit mass at earth ' s surface) 
rE 
9 .798597X10 -3 km/sec 2 
H angular momentum per unit mass , km2 /sec 
h altitude above mean sea level, km 
L aerodynamic lift per unit mass , km/sec 2 
m total mass of vehicle, kg 
r radial distance to vehicle from center of earth, km 
radius of the earth, 6378 . 14 km 
radius of perigee of an elliptical orbit , km 
S accelerometer scal e factor uncertainty , gig 
SF accelerometer scale factor , gig 
t time , measured positive after start time , min 
~ time for a vehicle to travel from r to rp on an ellipse, min 
t ' time after reentry, measured pos i t i ve after reentry at h = 121.92 km 
or 400,000 ft, min 
U accelerometer bias , g 
V veloc i ty of vehicle in i nertial space , km/sec 
VA veloc i ty of vehic l e relative to the air mass, km/sec 
f inertial flight -path angl e ) angle from true horizontal to V, positive up) 
radians 
fA flight -path angle ) angle from true horizontal to VA) positive up) 
B 
radians 
range angle) angle between r for h 
positive from west to east, radians 
-121 . 92 km and instantaneous r) 
Ba accelerometer misalinement angl e , angl e between inertial reference axes 
and accelerometer axes ) radi ans 
BE angul ar rate of earth ' s rotation) 7 . 29211XIO - 5 radian/sec 
~ gravitational constant for earth, 3 . 986l35Xl05 km3 /sec 2 
p atmosphere density, kg/km3 
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e 
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i 
0 
R 
x)z) 
( ) 
( ) 
[ F] 
[p] 
[S] 
r)B 
x)z 
etc. 
Subscripts 
instantaneous error) found by subtracting actual value from 
indicated value 
final value) at time final altitude of 30 kID is reached 
indicated value) given by inertial navigation system 
start value) when initial conditions are put into system 
value at reentry) where h = 121.92 kID 
value along the x) z) etc.) axis 
vector 
time derivative 
Matrices · 
final error matrix 
partial derivative matrix 
initial) or start) error matrix 
Two-Dimensional Coordinates 
earth-centered) polar 
vehicle-centered) actual horizontal and vertical 
accelerometer axes) which differ from inertial axes because of 
misalinement 
vehicle-centered) indicated horizontal and vertical 
inertial reference axes) which are horizontal and vertical at start 
time 
PROCEDURE 
General Method 
The general method used to study the navigation errors that result from the 
inaccuracies of an inertial navigation system used during reentry was to solve 
concurrently equations for the actual motion and for the indicated motion of the 
vehicle . Typical actual and indicated trajectories are shown in polar L_4 
coordinates in sketch (a) ) where the separation between the actual and indicated 
trajectories has been exaggerated for illustrative purposes . The indicated 
motion) given by the inertial navigation system) differs from the actual motion 
because of inaccurate knowledge of initial position and velocity and also because 
of imperfect inertial navigation equipment . The equations were solved with an 
IBM 7090 computer) and the instantaneous errors were computed after each integra -
tion step by subtracting the actual values of position and velocity from the 
indicated values . The final errors were taken as the errors in position and 
velocity at a time corresponding to an actual final altitude of 30 kID . This 
final altitude was chosen because ground -based radio contact may easily be made 
at this altitude ) and also because it is anticipated that a parachute or other 
landing device will be used at or near this altitude . 
Slorl ing po inl 
Band Bi are neg -
ative until reentry at 
h = 121.92 kID . 
Force components represented in inertial) 
accelerometer ) i ndicated) and actual 
coordinate systems . 
Sketch (a) 
The instantaneous errors in altitude and range angle ) he and Be) respec-
tively ) are illustrated in sketch (a) . Of primary interest in this report are 
the final errors listed below . 
Final 
hef 
Bef 
hef 
eef 
Errors 
Altitude error 
Range angle error 
Altitude rate error 
Range angle rate error 
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The final errors were assumed to result from the foll owing initial condition and 
equipment errors . 
Initial Condition Errors 
heo Altitude error 
Seo Range angle error 
~eo Altitude rate error 
Seo Range angle rate error 
Equipment Errors 
Sao Accelerometer misalinement angle 
Sa Gyro drift rate 
Uxa, Uza Accelerometer biases 
6Sxa,6Sza Accelerometer scale factor uncertainties 
The initial condition errors exi st because of inaccurate knowledge of position 
and velocity . For the equipment errors accelerometer misalinement angle repre -
sents the initial misalinement of the accelerometers relative to their reference 
direct i ons i n inertial space . Gyro drift rate produces further accelerometer 
misali nement and accelerometer biases and accelerometer scal e factor uncertain -
ties cause the accelerometer output values to differ from their input values . 
For s i mplic i ty the vehicle mot i on was restricted to the east direction in 
the equator i al plane of a spherical earth with a rotating atmosphere . Crossrange 
mot i on and crossrange errors were not cons i dered for several reasons : first, 
reentry trajectories are nearly planar ; second, errors in crossrange are largely 
funct i ons of the particular scheme of crossrange control used; and third , for a 
nearly planar trajectorYJ crossrange errors are stable and also independent of 
altitude and downrange errors . Hence~ the results of the analysis for errors in 
altitude and downrange are unaffected by the absence of crossrange motion . 
Also for simplicity the inertial reference coordinates shown i n sketch (a) 
were chosen as the horizontal and vertical axes at the starting point where the 
initial conditions are put into the system . Al so the acce l erometer axes were 
assumed to be alined with these axes , except for an accelerometer mi salinement 
angle , Sa . Hence, no attempt was made to obtai n an optimum alinement of the 
gyros or accelerometers in order to minimize the final errors . The accelerometer 
mi salinement angl e , Sa , was assumed to be composed of an i nitia l term, Sao , and a 
time -increas i ng term, Bat . The time - increasing term was assumed to be entirely 
due to gyro dri ft , so that Sa is referred to as gyro dri ft rate . 
Equations for Actual and I ndicated Motion 
The actual mot i on of the vehic l e i s descr i bed by the equat i ons of motion for 
one body movi ng around another . I n pol ar coordinates, rand S, illustrated i n 
sketch (b), these equat i ons are (ref . 3, p . 42) : 
re 2 fl - fz 
1 
r -
- r2 (1) 
rS + 2rB fx 
6 
------ -.~--~ 
where ~/r2 is the gravitat i onal attraction per unit mass at radi us) r ) and 
fx and fz are the components of lift and drag (and thrust i f used ) per uni t mass 
in the horizontal and vertical directi ons ) respectively . Sketch ( c ) may be used 
to resolve lift and drag into 
fx -D (cos fA + ~ sin fA ) 
where 
D l pV 2 C])A 2 A m 
( 2 ) 
Equations for fA and VA may be wr i tten di rectl y from sketch ( c) . 
(4) 
Equat i ons (1) through (4) were used to solve for the actual mot i on of the vehi cl e . 
Starting point 
Final point 
Note: 
8 =0 for h = 121.92 km 
Reentry trajectory i n pol ar coordi -
nates showing lift ) drag ) gravi ty ) 
veloc i ty ) and f l ight -path angl e . 
Sket ch (b ) 
" 
, 
I \ fx 
xl~=====-~~~----~,,~~ 
z 
" , 
" 
Relat i onshi p of f light -path angl e 
to components of velocity and 
force . 
Sketch (c ) 
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Since equations (1) describe the motion of the vehicle, they may also be 
used by the on -board computer for the inertial navigation system. These equa -
tions are rewritten for the indicated trajectory using i subscripts for the 
indicated ' position, velocity, and force components . 
ri riEl i 
2 jJ. fZi - ~ -ri 
riEl i + ~·e · l l fXi 
(5 ) 
The indicated force components are those along the indicated horizontal and ver -
tical of the measured accelerometer forces . The measured force components differ 
from the true val(ues largely because of initial accelerometer misal~nement, Elao ' 
gyro drift rate which causes further accelerometer misalinement), Ela ' accelerom-
eter biases, Uxa and Uza , and accelerometer scale factor uncertainties , Sxa and 
Sza. With the help of sketch (a) it can be seen that the measured force compo -
nents given by the accelerometers may be determined for computing purposes by 
first resolving the actual force components through -El into the inertial coor -
dinate system, then resolving through Ela into the accelerometer coordinate 
system, and then adding accelerometer biases and multiplying by accelerometer 
scale factors with their uncertainties . The indicated vertical and horizontal 
components are then obtained by resolving through El i. The components of actual 
force along the accelerometer axes, found by resolving through -El and Ela ' are 
fXa = fx cos( -El + Elao + eat) + fz sin(-El + Elao + eat) 
1 fZa - f x sin(-El + Elao + eat) + fz cOs(-B + Bao + eat) 
The measured force components given by the accelerometer outputs are 
fxa(measured) (fxa + gUxa)SFxa 
1 fza(measured) (fza + gUza)SFza 
where 
SFxa 1 + SXa 
1 SFza 1 + SZa 
When equations (6) and (8) are substituted into equations (7) and the measured 
force components are then resolved through Eli' the indicated force components 
are found to be 
8 
(6) 
(7 ) 
(8 ) 
I L--_ 
fXi cos Bi[fx cos(-B + Bao + Bat) 
+ fz sin( -B + Bao + Bat) + gUxa](1 + Sxa) 
+ sin Bi[-fx sin(-B + Bao + Bat) 
+ fz cos(-B + Bao + eat) + gUza ](1 + Sza) 
fZi - sin Bi[fx cOS(-B + Bao + Bat) 
+ fz sin( -B + Bao + eat) + gUxa](1 + SXa) 
+ cos Bi[-fx sin( -B + Bao + Bat) 
+ fz cOS(-B + Bao + eat ) + gUza ](1 + Sza) 
Position and velocity errors are computed by merely subtracting the actual 
components of position and velocity from the indicated components . This is illus-
trated in sketch (a) for position components . The equations are 
re ri - r = he = hi - h 
Be Bi - B 
(10) 
re ri - r he hi h 
Be Bi - B 
These equations are used in this form for instantaneous and final errors . The 
initial errors and true values are usually specified and equations (10) are used 
to compute the initial indicated values . 
Partial Derivative Equations for Linear Error Analysis 
The requirements for a linear error analysis to be valid can be understood 
by examining the equations for the total differentials of the final position and 
velocity components . In equation (11) the total differential of final altitude 
is shown as an example . 
Chf chf chf . chf . chf chf . 
dhf cho dho + cB dB o + cno dho + ceo dBo + ~ dBao + cea dBa 0 ao 
chf 
+ cUx dUx 
chf 
+ cU
z 
dUz + 
chf chf (11) 
cSF
x 
dSFx + cSFz dSFz 
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A linear error analys is is val .. d provided the partial derivatives may be treated 
as constants when the differential quantities are replaced by incremental or 
error quantities as shown in equation (12) . 
hef 
dhf dhf dhf . dhf . dhf dhf . 
dho heo + dBo Beo + dho heo + de o Beo + ~Bao + dEJa Ba ao 
dhf dhf dhf 
Sx + 
dhf (12) + dUx Ux + dUz Uz + dSFx dSFz Sz 
Under these conditions a final altitude error) for example ) would be directly 
proportional to anyone of the initial condition or equipment errors) and the 
final altitude error due to several initial condition and equipment errors would 
be the superimposed sum of the final altitude errors due to each individual 
initial condition or equipment error taken separately. 
For the range of initial error quantities for which a linear error analysis 
is valid) equations similar to equation (12) may be written for all of the final 
error quantities. In matrix form these equations appear as 
hef dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf heo 
dho dB o dho deo dBao dea dUx dUz dSFx dSFz Beo 
Bef dBf dBf dBf dBf dBf def dBf def def dBf heo 
dho deo dho deo deao dea dUx dUz dSFx dSFz eeo 
dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf dhf eao 
(13) 
hef 
dho de o dh d~o deao dea dUx dUz dSFx dSFz ea 0 
daf daf daf daf daf daf daf daf def daf 
Ux 
eef Uz 
dho deo dho de o deao dtJa dUx dUz dSFx dSFz Sx 
Sz 
Once the partial derivatives are evaluated) the final errors can be 
determined as functions of the initial errors . From equation (13) it can be seen 
that one way to evaluate the partial derivatives would be to use only one initial 
condition or equipment error in each computer run) and to divide the final errors 
by the initial condition or equipment error used to obtain one column in the 
partial derivative matrix . For the initial condition and equipment errors being 
considered) then) ten separate runs are required to obtain the complete partial 
derivative matrix. 
It is possible with matrix methods to calculate the partial derivative 
matrix by using ten runs which merely have independent sets of initial condition 
and equipment errors rather than only one error in each run . This process can be 
explained by writing equation (13) once for each of the ten independent sets of 
final errors that result from the ten independent sets of initial errors . 
10 
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L 
[F~J [pJ [S~J 
[ F2J [pJ [S2J 
(14) 
[F~oJ [pJ [SlOJ 
Equations (14) can be combined into 
(15 ) 
The partial derivative matrix may then be obtained by post multiplying the final 
error matrix by the inverse initial error matrix 
(16 ) 
It should be apparent that for a particular trajectory, the errors which 
exist at any instant of time may be considered to be the initial errors which 
cause the resulting final errors at any later instant of time. Once the instan-
taneous errors for .ten runs , with each run having completely independent sets of 
errors, have been obtained along a particular trajectory, then the ten sets of 
errors at any point in time may be considered to be the initial or start errors 
for the ten sets of errors at any later point in time. With equation (16), then, 
the data from the ten runs are sufficient to calculate the partial derivative 
matrix which relates the initial errors at any point in time to the final errors 
at some later point in time . This process has been used in the present study to 
calculate the partial derivative matrix between the final time, tf' which is 
always taken at the nominal 30 km final altitude , and every preceding start time 
along the trajectory . 
Trajectory Parameters and Vehicle Characteristics 
The trajectories considered deviated slightly from a typical circumlunar 
trajectory and are described below in two phases : a space phase, which is 
largely independent of vehicle characteristics, and a reentry phase, which is 
very dependent upon vehicle characteristics . The atmosphere density, p, for the 
reentry phase was obtained from reference 4 . Both phases used earth constants of 
~ = 3. 986135XIOs km3 /sec 2 , r E = 6 ,397 . 14 km, and BE = 7. 29211XIO-s radian/sec. 
The typical circumlunar trajectory representing the primary example for the 
space phase has the following approximate elliptical parameters : 
1 
a 2 . 025XIOs km 
e 0 . 9683 
rp 6 . 423xI03 km 
H = 7 . 099XI04 km2 /sec 
11 
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For an actual reentry vehicle, especially one with a pilot , it may be 
desirable to have completed the alinement of the inertial platform and to have 
put precise initial conditions into the system (i . e . , to have started the system) 
as much as an hour before reentry in order to have time to establish confidence 
in the system operation and to avoid last minute pilot procedures . To use avail -
able trajectory data it was necessary to choose a start time of 63 . 51 minutes 
before reentry as the earliest time to be considered. For the typical lunar 
trajectory considered the initial conditions at this start time were : 
to 0 
t I 
- 63.51 min 0 
ho 18,476 . 30 kIn 
rE~o -12,010 . 33 kIn 
~o -4 . b8508 kIn/sec 
rEB 0 0.7329312 kIn/sec 
The resulting values for lAo and VAo were 
lAo -77 . 44140 
1 VAo 4 .79992 kIn/sec 
For easy interpretation of range values, a reference of B = 0 for t ' 
been chosen at the reentry altitude of 121 . 92 kIn, or 400,000 ft . 
(18 ) 
(19) 
o has 
The reentry phase is very dependent upon the vehicle characteristics . For 
the vehicle considered CnA/m = 4 . lxlO-9 kIn2 /kg (or mg/CnA = 50 . 1 lb/ft2 ) and 
(L/D)max = ±0 · 5 · Constant and variable L/D trajectories were examined . For 
the variable L/D trajectories L/D = -3 · 281 n for 0 < L/D < (L/D)max (obtained 
from ref . 5) . The constant L/D trajectories were obtained for values of L/D 
from 0 . 05 to 0 . 27 , and the variable L/D trajectories were obtained by changing 
the reentry flight -path angle (at 121.92 kIn) from -b . 4795° to -5.86290 and vary -
ing L/D as just described . These represent a wide variety of reentry trajec-
tories , since the constant L/D entries have very high decelerations and the 
variable L/D entries have rather low decelerations . 
The specific trajectories considered are shown in figure 1, and some of 
their more important parameters are shown in table I . The longest trajectory 
considered has a range of about three-fourths of the circumference of the earth 
(earth circumference ~ 40, 000 kIn) and the final time after reentry is about 
1 hour . The medium length trajectories , having reentry times near 20 minutes , 
are more desirable from the standpoint of reentry time . Trajectory 4, which has 
a medium range, low peak deceleration, and low skip altitude , will be emphasized 
in the remainder of this report to illustrate the principles being discussed . 
Time histories of the trajectory variables are given in figure 2 for trajectory 4 . 
Curves for altitude , range , altitude rate, and range rate are shown in fig -
ure 2(a) , and the corresponding curves for velocity, flight -path angle , and force 
per unit mass are shown in figure 2(b) . 
12 
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Initial Condition and Equipment Errors 
I t is highly desirable to use a currently realistic set of values for 
typical i nit i al condition and equipment errors . Consequently, the following 
initial condition errors were obtained from the results of a study of a midcourse 
navigation system for a circumlunar mission . 
heo 5~ 
roBeo 0.5 ~ (20) 
heo 5XlO - 4 ~/sec 
. 2xlO -5 km/sec roeeo 
The correctness of the order of magnitude of these errors may be verified by 
referr i ng to the standard case i n figure 4 of reference 6 . These initial condi-
tion errors are roughly an order of magnitude larger than those present in radio 
tracking data, provi ded the radio tracking system has been allowed sufficient 
tracking time for f i ltering and smoothing its data . 
The following conservative equi pment errors were used as independent dis-
crete values in this study without regard to statistical variations : 
Bao 2XIO -
4 radi an = 40 seconds of arc 
Ba lxl O- 6 radian/sec ~ 13 meru 
Uxa UZa lxlO-
4 g (21) 
SXa SZa lxlO- 4 gig 
RESULTS AND DI SCUSSI ON 
The navi gation errors in position and velocity during reentry into the 
earth ' s atmosphere were analyzed to establish the range of initial condition and 
equipment errors over which a l i near analysiS is valid, that is , to establish the 
range over which the part i al derivatives of final position and velocity with 
respect to ini tial condit i ons and equipment parameters may be treated as con -
stants . The resul ts of thi s analys i s were then used to demonstrate the use of 
part i al derivat i ves for estimating the f i nal errors that result from various com -
b i nations of ini t i al condi t i on and equipment errors with the inertial navigat i on 
process started at various times before reentry . 
The results establi shi ng the regi on of vali di ty of a l i near error analys i s 
wi ll be presented as follows : Fi rs t, the rel at i onship between the f i nal and 
i ns t antaneous errors will be i llustrated using trajectory 4 as an example . Then 
the final errors wi ll be gi ven for each of the seven trajectories in f i gure 1 so 
that the validity of a l i near error anal ysis can be examined for the magnitude of 
13 
errors gi ven i n equat i ons (20 ) and (21) . Finally , trajectory 4 will be used as 
an example to demonstrate the range of linearity of final errors with respect to 
initial condi t i on and equipment errors . 
The results of using partial derivatives for estimating final errors will be 
presented as follows : Trajectory 4 will be used to present data for curves of 
partial der i vatives of final errors with respect to initial condition and equip -
ment errors as functions of start time . These curves will then be multiplied by 
initial conditi on and equipment errors as functions of start time to give curves 
of final errors versus start time . The relative effects of initial condition and 
equi pment errors result i ng from starting the system operating at various times 
before reentry will be examined, and ways of reducing the resulting errors will 
be discussed . 
Range of Linear i ty 
For trajectory 4 the time histories of errors in altitude , range angle , 
altitude rate , and range angle rate are shown i n figure 3(a) , and corresponding 
errors i n velocity and fl i ght -path angle are shown in figure 3(b ). For these 
curves all of the errors in equati ons (20) and (21) were used as the initial con -
di t i on and equi pment errors . In figure 3(a) it is seen that the errors change 
slowly and remain small for the first 30 minutes and then begin to change more 
rapidl y and to become large . The changi ng nature of these errors can be 
explai ned i f one cons i ders the different behavi or of inert i a l navigation errors , 
i n general, above and bel ow circular veloc i ty (ref . 7) . I t is known that when 
rB has been reduced below the requi red veloc i ty for circular orbit at that alti -
tude , the altitude error , which is the most significant error , becomes unstable 
and results i n large errors after reentry is completed . This instability i s not 
enti rely obvi ous for the medium range traject ory of figure 3, but i t is rather 
pronounced for longer range trajectories . It should be noted in figure 3(a) that 
the a l titude error as shown remai ns posit i ve at all times j however , d i fferent 
comb i nati ons of positive and negative initial condition and equipment errors 
could have caused the a l t i tude error to be more osc i l l atory i n nature and to 
become negative during part or all of the time . 
The f i nal errors i n f i gure 3 exist where the error curves terminate . From 
table I it i s seen that the final time after reentry, t f ) i s 23 · 69 minutes, and 
thi s occurs when the "actual" f i nal alt i tude, hf ' is 26 ·75 km . Thi s value was 
used instead of exactly 30 km (the nomi nal value ) because it was the nearest time 
avai lable from the computer data after 30 km had been reached . 
The f i nal errors which result from applyi ng each of the initial condition 
and equipment errors of equations ( 20) and ( 21 ) to each of the seven trajectori es 
illustrat ed i n f i gure 1 are shown i n t ab l es II( a) through (g ). The resul ts from 
11 comput er runs are shown i n each tab le . For runs 1 through 10 the f i nal errors 
are shown whi ch resul t from just the i n i t i a l condi t i on, I. C. , or equi pment , Equip ., 
error i ndi cat ed for each run with all other i ni t i al condi tion and eqUi pment 
errors set equal to zero . For example , i n tab l e II( d ) for trajectory 4, computer 
run 1, with an i ni t i a l alt i tude error of 5 km and all other i ni t i al condi tion and 
equi pment err ors set equal to zero , resul ted in a final al titude error of 6 . 65 km 
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and a final range error of -19 .54 km. The only other significant errors in this 
table resulted from gyro drift rate and accelerometer biases (runs 6) 7) and 8) . 
When a linear error analysis is valid) the estimated value of the superimposed 
effects of all the initial condition and equipment errors may be obtained as the 
algebraic sum for initial condition and equi pment errors . The estimated values 
of 9 .7 9 km for altitude and -36 . 93 km for range may be compared with the results 
of run 11) where all of the initial condition and equipment errors were used. 
For run 11 the final errors of 9 .71 for altitude and -37 ·03 for range compare 
very well with the estimated final errors given as the algebraic sum for initial 
condition and equipment errors . Hence) superposition of the errors is valid here) 
indicating that a linear error analysis is valid for the assumed errors . Similar 
results for the other six trajectories are shown in the other parts of table II. 
The worst possible condition would exist if all final errors had the same 
sign. When the absolute magnitudes of the final errors in table II(d) are summed) 
the resulting errors of 62 .5 6 km for altitude and 72 ·75 km for range are seen to 
be very large. These large errors are caused mostly by equipment) as shown by 
the values of 54 .72 km for altitude and 51.34 km for range due to equipment 
errors only . 
The absolute magnitudes of the final errors for all seven trajectories are 
summarized in table III. When these are plotted as functions of final range) the 
curves shown in figure 4 are obtained . From these curves it is apparent that the 
errors for high deceleration trajectories) illustrated by the constant LID 
curves) are somewhat larger than for the low deceleration trajectories) illus-
trated by the variable LID curves. From figure 4(a) it is also apparent that 
the final range errors increase continuously with increases in final range . From 
figure 4(b)) however ) it is seen that some of the curves for final altitude 
errors reach maximum values and then decrease as the final range increases. From 
this figure it can be seen that equipment errors ) rather than the initial con-
dition errors) are causing the decreasing final altitude errors . Although a 
satisfactory explanation of this decrease in final altitude errors is not known 
to the authors) a study of longer range trajectories not included in this report 
has shown that final attitude errors reach a minimum value for a final range 
slightly greater than the longest ranges illustrated and then generally increase 
with further increases in final range . 
Since a linear error analysis appears to be valid for the errors in 
equations (20) and (21)) it is not surprising to find that the final errors in 
table IV(a) for negative initial condition and equipment errors are the negatives 
of those in table II(d) for positive initial condition and equipment errors of 
the same magnitude . Furthermore) when initial condition and equipment errors 
which are ten times larger than those in equations (20) and (21) are used) a 
linear error analysis still appears to give approximately correct results) as 
shown in table IV(b) . In this table the algebraic sums of final errors in runs 1 
through 10 agree fairly well with the final errors in run 11. Furthermore) a 
comparison with table II(d) shows that the final errors (as well as the initial 
condition and equipment errors) in table I V(b) are approximately ten times the 
corresponding final errors in table II(d). 
When initial condition and equipment errors 100 times as large as those in 
equations (20) and (21) are used) however) a linear error analysis is no longer 
valid) as shown in table IV(c). 
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Although trajectory 4 has been used as an example in table IV, very similar 
results are obtained for any of the seven representative trajectories in figure 1 . 
The range of errors for which a linear error analysis is valid can be more 
clearly demonstrated if the final errors are plotted versus initial condition and 
equipment errors. Again using trajectory 4 as an example, the ranges of linear-
ity for initial altitude errors and initial range errors are shown in parts (a) 
and (b), respectively, of figure 5. Final altitude error is used here as an 
example . The solid lines show the actual curves obtained and the broken lines 
show the linear results. It is readily apparent that the initial altitude error 
of 5 kID and the initial range error of 0 . 5 kID given in equation (20) are well 
within the linear range of values . In fact, initial errors ten times these 
values are still well within the linear range . Additional data, not included in 
this report, have shown that the range of linearity for all of the initial condi-
tion and equipment errors extends beyond ten times the values in equations (20) 
and (21) . The errors chosen in equations ( 20) and (21) are conservative , so that 
errors larger than ten times these values are unrealistic for sophisticated space 
applications. Hence, it is concluded that a linear error analysis for realistic 
reentry conditions will usually be valid. 
Use of Partial Derivatives for Estimating Final Errors 
Now that the range of linearity has been demonstrated to include conserva -
tive errors for realistic reentry conditions, the use of the partial derivatives 
for estimating the effects of starting the inertial navigation process at various 
times before reentry will be demonstrated . Curves of partial derivatives versus 
start time, obtained as outlined under the sec.:tion entitled I1Partial Derivative 
Equations for Linear Error Analysis, 11 will first be presented . With trajectory 4 
as an example a set of these partial derivative curves is given in figures 6 
through 9. As would be expected, the partial derivative of each final quantity 
with respect to its initial value is equal to unity at the final time , and the 
partial derivative of each final quantity with respect to every other initial 
quantity is equal to zero at the final time. Most of the partial derivatives 
decrease continuously to the final values of 0 or 1. Several of them change 
signs , and some of them have abrupt changes when the atmosphere is reached . 
As the start time is delayed, the partial derivatives with respect to alti -
tude increase, which means that if an identical initial altitude error were used 
(with the other errors remaining zero), regardless of the start time, then 
smaller final errors would result if the inertial navigation process were started 
well before the atmosphere is reached, rather than just immediately before the 
atmosphere is reached . I n fact, the worst possible time to start with an alti -
tude error only would be just before the atmosphere is reached, since most of the 
partial derivatives with respect to altitude peak in this vicinity . Although 
this interesting result is contrary to the fairly common assumption made in iner-
tial navigation that the smallest final errors would occur if the start time is 
delayed until the latest possible moment, it can be partially explained theoreti-
cally if elliptical equations for a nonatmospheric reentry are used and a perfect 
inertial navigation system is assumed . When the equations of motion given by 
equation (1) with fx = fy = 0 (for no atmosphere) are used) the vehicle follows 
an elliptic trajectory in which radius of perigee is analogous to final altitude. 
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The partial derivative of radius of perigee with respect to initial radius (or 
altitude) has the shape shown in figure 10(a) . 2 Comparison of this curve with the 
the curve for the partial derivative of final altitude with respect to initial 
altitude in figure 6 (a) shows that the curves have similar shapes. Figure 10(b) 
shows some similarity to the partial derivative of final altitude with respect to 
initial altitude rate shown in figure 6 (a), and figure 10(c) shows very close sim-
ilarity to the partial derivative of final altitude with respect to initial range 
angle rate shown in figure 6 (a). The partial derivative of radius of perigee 
with respect to initial range angle is zero} since the trajectory is merely 
shifted through a small angle around the earth . However, as shown in figure 6 (a) , 
the partial derivative of final altitude with respect to initial range angle is 
not zero (although it is small enough to contribute only a very small final alti-
tude error), since an error in range angle causes a misalinement of the indicated 
and actual horizontal and vertical axes so that the inertial navigation system 
computes the wrong value of deceleration. 
It is interesting to note that the start time for the maximum values of the 
partial derivatives with respect to initial altitude varies depending upon the 
particular choice of independent variables . When VA and lA are used as inde-
pendent variables instead of hand B, the curves shown in figures ll(a), (b) , 
and (c) are obtained for the partial derivative of radius of perigee with respect 
to initial radius, velocity, and flight -path angle . The curve in figure ll(a) 
does not reach a peak before the atmosphere is reached, as does the corresponding 
curve in figure 10(a), a~though it does increase in magnitude as the atmosphere 
is approached (ref . 8) . This difference in the curves of the partial derivatives 
of radius of perigee with respect to initial radius does not imply that the use 
of different coordinate systems would result in different answers . The results 
for the two coordinate systems would be the same since, if one assumes statisti-
cally uncorrelated errors in one coordinate system, the coordinate transformation 
will give correlated errors in the other coordinate system . The curves of fig-
ures 10 and 11 assume uncorrelated errors in each coordinate system . 
For an actual inertial navigation system being used on a vehicle, no one 
knows what the error correlation will bej however , it would seem desirable to 
avoid any situation which might produce large errors . Since the effects of an 
initial altitude error by itself may be rather large, as previously illustrated, 
it would be wise to consider the possibility of reducing the effects of the 
initial altitude error by putting the initial conditions into the system and 
starting its operation at some time prior to that for which the partial deriva -
tives with respect to initial altitude reach maximum values . 
The partial derivative curves shown in figures 6 and 7 will now be used to 
estimate the position errors which result from starting the inertial navigation 
process at different times before reentry . The estimation procedure will be 
illustrated graphically. For illustration it will be assumed that the initial 
condition and equipment errors in equations (20) and (21 ) are those at any start 
time of the inertial navigation process } regardless of the initial time or alti -
tude . When the errors in equations (20) and (21) are multiplied by the appropri -
ate partial derivatives at each start time in figures 6 and 7, the final errors 
shown by the solid lines in figures 12(a) and (b) are obtained . The final errors 
for initial range angle error, initial altitude rate error, initial range angle 
2The equations for figures 10 and 11 are derived in the appendix. 
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rate error) initial misalinement angle) and accelerometer scale factor uncertain -
ties are too small to be shown . Hence) for the assumed errors the only signifi -
cant equipment errors are gyro drift rate and accelerometer biases. The sum of 
the absolute final altitude error for all initial condition errors is approxi -
mately equal to the final error for initial altitude error only . The broken -line 
curves in figure 12(a) represent the sum of the absolute values of final altitude 
errors for equipment errors only and for initial condition and equipment errors 
combined. It is significant that the final altitude errors due to equipment 
errors decrease as the atmosphere is approached ) while the final altitude errors 
due to initial condition errors increase as the atmosphere is approached . From 
figure 12(a) (top curve) it can be seen that it would be desirable ) from an alti -
tude error standpoint ) to start the inertial navigation system between 20 and 
30 minutes before reentry . 
To illustrate the accuracy of this estimation process) a set of estimated 
final errors will be compared with a set of computed final errors at the partic -
ular start time of 3 · 58 minutes before reentry . The estimated errors obtained by 
multiplying the partial derivatives by the initial condition and equipment errors 
are shown in part (a) of table V. The computed errors obtained from 10 separate 
computer runs started at 3 . 58 minutes before reentry are shown in part (b) of 
table V. Most of the values in the two tables agree very well with each other 
but some of the values for accelerometer biases do not . As shown in figures 6(b)) 
7(b)) 8 (b)) and 9(b)) the partial derivatives with respect to Ux and Uz become 
quite small at t~ = -3 · 58 minutes . Because of this) the partial derivat ives 
were determined with insufficient accuracy) which accounts for the discrepancies 
between tables V(a) and V(b) for the errors in accelerometer biases . 
Some consideration will now be given to the magnitude of the final errors 
obtained . From figure 12 it is apparent that the final errors for combined 
initial condition and equipment errors are fairly large) especially when i t is 
considered that the final altitude error is somewhat larger than the actual 
final altitude of about 30 km and the final range error is much larger than the 
value of several kilometers desired for convenient recovery of the vehicle . 
Although trajectory 4 has been used as an example ) figure 4 shows that the errors 
for this trajectory are the same order of magnitude as the errors that would be 
expected for any other reasonable trajectory . 
It should be emphasized that the results presented i n f i gure 12 are based on 
the main assumption that the initial condition and equipment errors are the same 
for any altitude before reentry . The Same procedure may be used to estimate the 
starting time effects for initial condition and equipment errors which change as 
a funct ion of altitude . Depending on the method used for obtaining the initial 
conditions) the errors mayor may not be significantly smaller near reentry than 
an hour before reentry . From the example illustrated i n figure 12 it is apparent 
that if the initial altitude error is several times smaller near reentry than an 
hour before reentry) the final errors i n altitude and range will be reduced by 
starting the inertial navigation system at a time less than about 20 minutes 
before reentry . 
When the i nertial navigation process is started about an hour before reentry) 
the final errors result predominantl y from equipment errors ) rather than initial 
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condition errors. Accelerometer bias and gyro drift are the chief contributors. 
Using the outputs of the accelerometers as zero above the atmosphere) so that the 
biases are not integrated prior to reentry) can greatly reduce the effects of 
accelerometer bias. The final errors for trajectory 4) calculated with initial 
condition and equipment errors of equations (20) and (21) but with accelerometer 
outputs of zero above the atmosphere) are shown in table VI. Comparison of this 
table with table II(d) shows that leaving the accelerometers off above the atmos-
phere produced much smaller errors due to accelerometer bias) but did not signif-
icantly affect the other individual final errors . Hence the sum of absolute 
values for equipment errors and the sum of the absolute values for initial con-
dition and equipment errors are reduced correspondingly. Thus) leaving the 
accelerometers off above the atmosphere helps to reduce the final errors . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The final errors in position and velocity when an inertial navigation 
system is used during reentry into the earth ' s atmosphere have been analyzed for 
a given set of initial condition and equipment errors . The analysis has shown 
that for realistic errors and reentry conditions a linear error analysis will 
usually be validj that is) the partial derivatives of final position and velocity 
with respect to initial conditions and equipment parameters may be treated as 
constants. Also) the analysis has demonstrated that these partial derivatives 
can be used to estimate the final errors which result from uSlng various combina-
tions of initial condition and equipment errors with the inertial navigation 
process started at various times before reentry . 
Some interesting error relationships were revealed by the analysis of a 
specific reentry from a lunar trajectory . When the inertial navigation process 
is started just prior to reentry) the final errors resulting from initial condi-
tion errors predominate) but when the process is started well before reentry 
those from equipment errors predominate . Altitude error is the most significant 
initial condition error) and accelerometer bias and gyro drift are the most sig -
nificant equipment errors. The final errors due to accelerometer bias may be 
greatly reduced by treating the outputs of the accelerometers as zero above the 
atmosphere . 
Although a specific reentry trajectory terminating a flight path from the 
moon has been used to a large extent in this report) sufficient consideration 
has been given to other trajectories to indicate that these error relationships 
should also exist for any realistic reentry trajectory . 
Ames Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Moffett Field) Calif . ) Feb . 21) 1963 
-------------- ------------ ----
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APPENDIX 
DERIVATI ON OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES FOR AN ELLIPSE 
The general shapes of the partial derivative curves shown in figure 6 (a) can 
be partially explained if elliptical equations of a nonatmospheric reentry are 
used and a perfect inertial navi gation system is assumed . For these conditions) 
differences between indicated and actual elliptical trajectories will result 
from initial condition errors only . For such comparisons the radius of perigee 
is analogous t o f i nal altitude and partial derivatives of radius of perigee are 
analogous to partial derivatives of final altitude. Good analogies for the par -
tial derivatives of final range) final altitude rate) and final range rate are 
much more difficult to obtain and will not be considered . 
It should be noted that the partial derivatives of radius of perigee are 
only analogous to the partial derivatives of final altitude) and they differ in 
several respects . The most obvious differences result from the absence of atmos -
phere and the assumption of a perfect inertial navigation system. A less obvious 
difference is that the partial derivatives of final altitude are found by taking 
the difference between the indicated and actual altitude at some particular final 
time ) whereas the partial derivatives of radius of perigee are calculated as the 
difference in radii of perigee for the actual and indicated elliptical trajec-
tories . This difference is not thought to be too significant ) however) since the 
elliptical paths are nearly parallel to the earth ' s surface and to each other in 
the vicinity of the radius of perigee and since the time between the starting 
point and the radius of perigee is nearly the same for the two elliptical 
trajectories . 
To obtain the appropriate partial derivatives ) it is desired to find equa-
tions for rp in terms of both the r ) e, Y) and e and the r) e) V) and 1 
sys t ems . For simplicity the derivation of rp will be made in terms of the r) 
e) V) and 1 system) and the equation in the r ) e) r) and e system will then 
be found merely by substituting the relationships 
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Sketch (d) 
1 
(22) 
V cos 1 re 
which are illustrated in sketch (d). It 
should be observed that sketch (d) differs 
slightly from sketch (c) because the rota -
tion of the earth is not considered in the 
calculation of V and 1 . 
The equations for an orbit described 
by an ellipse are well known . The follow -
ing equation for rp will be used as a 
starti ng point i n the present derivation 
(ref . 2 ) p . 24 ). 
This equation may be differentiated explicitly in this form to obtain the partial 
derivatives of rp with respect to r, V, and " but the results are difficult 
to simplify because of the presence of the radical. A simpler approach is first 
to remove the radical by transferring everything except the radical to the left 
side of the equation and then squaring both sides of the equation to obtain: 
rp ( rV2) rp2 ( rV2)2 _ rV2 cf..L0s2 , (2 _ r~2) 1 - 2 -;- 2 - 7 + r2 2 - 7 = 1 -,.... (24) 
Now, subtracting 1 from each side of this equation, then multiplying both sides 
by f..Lr2/[2 - (rV2/f..L)], and then transposing everything to the left side of the 
equation gives : 
(25 ) 
This equation is now in a simple form for implicit differentiation, and equa-
tions (22) may be used to rewrite it in terms of r, r, and e 
o 
When equation (26 ) is differentiated implicitly, the following partial deriva-
tives of rp with respect to r, r, and e are obtained : 
drp 2f..Lrp - 5r4e2 + rp2(~2 + 3r2e2 ) 
dr -2f..Lr + 2rp[2f..L r(r2 + r2~2)] 
(27 ) 
drp -r5e + rp2r3e 
de - f..Lr + rp[2f..L - r(r2 + r 2e2 )] 
Similarly from equation (25) the following partials of rp with respect to r, 
V, and I are obtained : 
drp 2f..Lrp - 3r2V2 cos 2 I + r 2V2 p 
dr -2f..Lr + 2rp(2f..L - rV2) 
- r3V cos 2 drp I + rp2rv 
dV -f..Lr + rp(2f..L - rV2) (28) 
drp r 3V2 cos L sin L 
d, 
- f..Lr + rp(2f..L - rV2 ) 
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For both systems the partial derivative of rp with respect to e is zero, 
since rp is independent of e as shown by equation (23 ) . It should also be 
immediately recognized that the partial derivative of rp with respect to r 
is different in equations (27) and (28 ), since different quantities have been 
assumed to remain constant during the differentiation processes . 
To obtain plots of these partial derivatives versus time, several other 
equations are required . Time is obtained by using Kepler ' s equation, which can 
be written as 
~= E - e sin(E) (29 ) 
where tp is the time to perigee and E is the eccentric anomaly, given by 
E = cos- l ~ (30) ae 
The time at radius, r, on the ellipse can be 
reentry, t ', by subtracting tp at r from 
The other equations needed for an elliptical 
tions (22) and (27) through (30) are : 
obtained in terms of time after 
tp at an altitude of 121 . 92 km . 
trajectory in addition to equa-
H = rV cos I = r 2 e = constant 
Now, there are sufficient equations to obtain the plots shown in figures 10 and 11 
using the values for a, e , and H in equations (17) . 
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TABLE I . - DATA FOR TRAJECTORIES SHOWN I N FIGURE 1 
Trajector y 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Final r ange , 1,510 3, 130 7,330 9, 780 16, 940 20 , 980 27 , 830 
r Eef ' km 
Final time , 3 ·87 9 ·13 18 .17 23 · 69 39 ·83 47 .81 67 ·17 t f I, min 
Final al titude 
(nominal 30 km), 27 · 62 29 · 50 26 . 51 26 ·75 29 · 57 28 · 31 26 . 22 
hf, kIll 
L/D .05 -3 . 281 h . 22 -3. 281 h . 25 -3. 281 h 
·27 
Peak decel er at i on, 
g 9 · 45 4 · 37 6 . 59 2 ·93 6 · 31 2 ·97 6 .13 
rAo' 
deg 
-77 · 4414 -77 · 4414 -77 · 4414 -77 · 4070 -77 · 4414 -77 · 4068 -77 · 4414 
rAR ' deg -6 . 4795 -6 . 4795 -6 . 4795 - 5.8860 -6 . 4795 -5.8629 -6 . 4795 
VAo' kIll/sec 4 ·79992 4 ·79992 4 ·79992 4 .79992 4 ·79992 4 ·79992 4 ·79992 
VAR ' kIll/sec 10 . 51436 10 . 51436 10 . 51436 10 · 51383 10 . 51436 10 · 51515 10 . 51436 
Note : Except for changes in rAo for the variable L/D t r ajector les , the lnltlal condltlons 
i n equat i ons (18) and (19) were used. 
TABLE II . - FINAL ERRORS RESULTING FROM ERRORS ASSUMED IN EQUATIONS (20) AND (21) 
(a) For trajectory 1 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed Altitude , Range , Altitl!de rate , 
hef, r Eeef ' hef, 
km km 10 -3 km/sec 
1 r· 50 km 6 .13 -14. 61 14. 2 2 Initial roee = 0.5 kIll -. 02 .13 -. 21 
3 condition h ~ 5.0XlO -4 kIll/sec . 44 
-2 · 92 1. 91 errors eo 
4 r oSe = 2 .0XlO -S kIll/sec .10 -. 10 .14 0 
5 eao = 2.0XlO -
4 radian 
-. 21 0 -2 .04 
6 Sa = 1 .0XlO -6 radian/ sec -4.08 -. 06 
-39 · 99 
7 EqUipment UXa = 1 .0Xl0 -
4 g 9 · 97 -8 . 58 15 . 24 
8 er rors Uza = 1 .0XlO -
4 g . 10 8 · 93 -2 ·92 
9 Sx = 1 .0XlO -4 gig a .05 -. 03 . 49 
10 SZa = 1.0XlO -4 gig -. 05 -. 07 -. 45 
a (Runs 1 thr ough 10) 12 . 43 
-17 · 31 -13 · 63 L: 
~ 1 Runs 1 through 41 6 . 69 17 ·76 16 .46 
c 1 Runs 5 through 10 1 14 . 46 17 · 67 61. 13 L: 
~ 1 Runs 1 through 10 I 21. 15 35 · 43 77 · 59 
11 Final error s from all initial condition 12 . 42 
-17 · 30 -13 ·64 and equipment errors 
~Algebraic sum of final errors from initial condition and eqUipment errors 
Sum of absolut e values of final errors from initial condition errors 
~Sum of absolute val ues of final errors from equipment errors 
Sum of absol ute values of final errors from initial condition and eqUipment errors 
-~--------------------------
Rang~ rate , 
rEeef ' 
10 -3 km/sec 
-3 · 34 
.01 
-. 21 
-. 08 
-. 08 
-1 . 44 
-8 .04 
1 . 25 
-· 30 
-. 69 
-12 · 92 
3 · 64 
31. 89 
35 · 53 
-13 ·01 
l_ 
TABLE II. - FINAL ERRORS RESUIlI'ING FROM ERRORS ASSUMED IN EQUATIONS (20) AND ( 21) - Continued 
(b) For trajectory 2 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed Altitude, Range , Altitude rate , 
hef , rEeet' , hef, 
kIn kIn 10 -3 kIn/sec 
1 r' 5 .0 kID 8 .02 -16·37 19·01 2 Initial roee = · 5 kIn -.06 .13 -. 24 
3 condition h ~ 5 .0xlO -4 km/sec -. 46 2 · 91 2.15 errors eo 
4 ro$e = 2 .0XlO -5 km/sec .13 -. 14 . 22 0 
5 eao = 2 .0XlO - 4 radian - .62 .04 -2 · 34 
6 Ba = 1.0Xl0-6 radian/sec -12 . 29 ·76 -47 · 31 
7 uXa = 1 .0XlO -
4 g 13 ·68 -13 · 23 23 · 36 Equipment 
8 errors UZa = 1.0XlO-
4 g 1.28 8 . 60 -1.44 
9 SXa = 1 .OX10 - 4 gig .14 -. 14 . 60 
10 SZa = 1 .0xl0 - 4 gig -. 16 -. 14 - .56 
aE (Runs 1 through 10) 10 . 58 -23 · 40 -6 · 55 
bE 1 Runs 1 through 41 8 . 67 19 · 55 21.62 
cE 1 Runs 5 through 10 I 28 .17 22 · 91 75 . 61 
~ 1 Runs 1 through 101 36 .84 42.46 97 · 23 
11 inal errors from all initial condition 10·56 -23 · 39 -6 . 56 and equipment errors 
(c) For trajectory 3 
1 r . 50 kID 8 . 29 -20 . 21 24 · 96 2 Initial ro~e - 0 . 5 kIn -. 11 .19 -· 30 
3 
condition . 0 5 .0XlO -4 kIn/sec -. 15 -2 . 42 1·93 h -errors eo -
4 roe eo = 2 .0XlO -5 km/sec .15 -. 25 · 33 
5 sao = 2 .0XlO -4 radian -1.07 · 57 -2 · 97 
6 ea = 1 .0Xl0-6 radian/sec -21.58 11 .02 -63 · 64 
7 Equipment UXa = 1.0XlO -
4 g 17 · 30 -25 ·80 35 · 24 
8 errors UZa = 1.0XlO -
4 g 6 · 38 4 .10 4 · 94 
9 SXa = 1 .0XlO - 4 gig .11 -· 31 . 26 
10 SZa = 1.0XlO - 4 gig -· 38 .04 -. 60 
a E (Runs 1 through 10) 8·94 -33 ·07 .15 
b E 1 Runs 1 through 41 8 ·7 23 ·07 27 · 52 
c E IRuns 5 through 10 1 46 . 82 41 . 85 107 · 65 
d E 1 Runs 1 through 10 1 55 · 52 64 · 92 135 ·17 
11 ina1 errors from all initial condition 8 · 92 -33 ·13 .18 and equipment errors 
~Algebraic sum of final errors from initial condition and equipment err ors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condi tion errors 
c dSum of absolute values of final errors from equipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final error s from initial condition and equipment errors 
Rang,; rate , 
rEeef' 
10 -3 kIn/sec 
-0 .10 
-. 01 
. 64 
-. 06 
-. 08 
-1 · 93 
-7 · 53 
-2 .02 
- · 56 
-· 37 
-12 .02 
.81 
12 . 49 
13 · 30 
-12 .13 
1.15 
.04 
1 · 30 
-. 06 
· 37 
6 .15 
-8 . 45 
-6 . 88 
-. 81 
.16 
-7 ·03 
2 . 55 
22 .82 
25 · 37 
-7 · 33 
25 
l 
TABLE II . - FINAL ERRORS RESULTING FROM ERRORS ASSUMED IN EQUATIONS (20) AND (21) - Continued 
(d) For trajectory 4 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed Altitude, Range, Altit~de rate, hef, rEeef' hef, 
kIn kIn 10 -3 kIn/sec 
1 r . ,.0 m 6 . 65 -19 · 54 23 · 47 
2 Initial ~o~eo = 0 . 5 kIn -. 11 . 21 -· 30 
3 condition heo = 5 .0Xl0 -
4 kIn/sec 
-· 93 -1.43 . 52 errors 
4 rEBe = 2 .0Xl0 - 5 kIn/sec .15 -. 23 · 36 0 
5 eao = 2 .0XlO -
4 radian -1 .12 . 85 -2 ·99 
6 8a = 1.0XlO -6 radian/sec -23 · 68 16 . 63 -67 · 21 
7 Equipment UXa = 1 .0XlO -
4 g 17·77 -31.18 39 · 72 
8 errors UZa = 1 .0XlO -
4 g 11 . 60 -2 . 14 14·52 
9 SXa = 1 .0xl0 - 4 gig -.02 -· 32 -. 15 
10 SZa = 1 .0XlO - 4 gig -· 52 . 22 - . 62 
a I: (Runs 1 through 10) 9 ·79 -36 · 93 7 · 32 
bI: 1 Runs 1 through 41 7 · 84 21.41 24 . 65 
c I: 1 Runs 5 through 101 54 ·72 51 · 34 125 · 22 
dI: 1 Runs 1 through 10 1 62.56 72 ·75 149 ·87 
11 Final err ors from all initial condition 9 ·71 -37 ·03 7 · 31 and equipment errors 
(e) For trajectory 5 
1 Co .,0 km 12 . 20 -29 · 64 38 . 82 
2 Initial ~oeeo = 0 . 5 kIn -. 17 .42 -. 47 
3 condition heo = 5 .0XlO -
4 kIn/sec 
-· 33 -. 15 1 .00 errors 
4 r o8e = 2 .0Xl0 - 5 kIn/sec . 18 -. 48 · 55 o . 
5 eao = 2 .0XlO -
4 radian 
-1.65 2 . 87 
-4 ·71 
6 8a = 1.0XlO -6 radian/sec -34 · 30 55 · 52 -107 ·00 
7 UXa = 1 .0Xl0 -
4 g 17 · 24 - 52 ·70 55 . 29 
8 EqUipment UZa = 1 .0xl0 -
4 g 15 · 55 -22 · 96 27 · 31 errors 
9 SXa = 1 .0XlO -
4 gig 
- .19 -. 17 -. 10 
10 SZa = 1.0XlO -
4 gig -1 .09 1.37 -2 .00 
a I: (Runs 1 through 10) 7 · 44 -45 · 92 8 . 69 
b I: IRuns 1 through 41 12 . 88 30 . 69 40 .84 
c I: IRuns 5 through 101 70 .02 135 · 59 196 . 42 
dI: IRuns 1 through 10 1 82 · 90 166 . 28 237 ·26 
11 Final errors from all initial condition 7 · 23 -46.10 8 ·78 and eqUipment errors 
~Algebraic sum of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
Sum of absol ute values of final errors from initial condition errors 
c dSum of absolute values of final errors from eqUipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
26 
Rang,; rate, 
rEeef' 
10 -3 kIn/sec 
5 ·02 
.02 
1 .89 
0 
.17 
1 · 59 
-3 ·14 
-9 ·84 
-. 60 
·17 
- 4 ·72 
6 · 93 
15 · 51 
22 . 44 
-5 .04 
. 64 
.03 
. 89 
.01 
· 32 
3 · 88 
1 . 59 
-10 . 48 
. 21 
-. 04 
-2 · 95 
1.57 
16.52 
18 .09 
-3 ·85 
-_ .. , 
TABLE II. - FINAL ERRORS RESULTING FROM ERRORS ASSUMED IN EQUATIONS (20) AND (21) - Concluded 
(f) For trajectory 6 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed 
Altitude , Range , Altit,;-de rate , 
hef, rEBef, hef, 
kIn kIn 10 -3 kIn/sec 
1 ro . 50 km 7 ·00 -18 ·79 27 · 36 2 Initial roB eo = O. 5 kIn -. 07 · 31 -· 32 
3 conditio
n heo = 5 .0Xl0 -4 kIn/sec -1.40 2 . 67 -2 . 40 
errors 
4 • 
_5 
-· 38 . 49 roBeo = 2.0xl0 kIn/sec .13 
5 Bao = 2 .0Xl0 -
4 radian -. 66 1.76 -3·16 
6 ea = 1 .0Xl0-6 radian/sec -16 ·77 33 · 90 -81.47 
7 EqUipment UXa = 1 .0Xl0 -
4 g 8 ·73 -40 · 98 44 .12 
8 errors Uz = 1 .0Xl0 -
4 g 19 · 97 -38 · 96 44 ·76 
a 
9 Sx = 1 .0Xl0 -4
 gig 
a 
-. 28 .18 -. 06 
10 SZa = 1.0XlO -
4 gig -1 . 47 2 . 15 -3 · 34 
a E (Runs 1 through 10) 15 · 18 -58 . 14 25 · 98 
bE 1 Runs 1 through 41 8 . 6 22 .15 30 · 57 
c E IRuns 5 through 10 I 47 · 88 117 · 93 176 · 92 
dE IRuns 1 through 10 I 56 . 48 140 .08 207 · 49 
11 Final errors from all initial condition 14 · 90 -57 · 94 25 · 63 
and equipment errors 
(g) For trajectory 7 
1 r' 5.0 km 21 · 35 -51 .06 66 .07 2 Initial roBe = · 5 kIn - .13 · 55 - . 62 
3 
condition he? ~ 5.0Xl0 -4 kIn/sec 1 . 44 -1.10 2 . 44 
errors 
4 roBeo = 2 .0Xl0 - 5 kIn/sec . 23 - . 66 
.84 
5 Bao = 2.0Xl0 -
4 radian -1.29 4 . 23 -6 . 24 
6 ea = 1 .0XlO -6 r adian/sec -30 .03 80 · 92 -150 .10 
7 EqUipment UXa 
= 1 .0Xl0 -4 g 11 . 55 -53 ·88 65 ·83 
8 errors UZa = 1.0XlO -
4 g 8 .19 -44 .15 41. 57 
9 sXa = 1.0XlO -4 g/ g - · 56 ·72 
-1.06 
10 SZa = 1.0XlO -
4 gig -1. 29 3 · 54 -3 ·89 
aE (Runs 1 through 10) 9 · 46 -60 .89 14 .84 
bE 1 Runs 1 through 41 23 ·15 53 · 37 69 ·97 
cL; IRuns 5 through 101 52 · 90 187 · 44 268 . 69 
dE IRuns 1 through 10 I 76 .05 240 .81 338 . 66 
11 IFinal errors from all initial condition 9 ·12 -60.53 14. 59 
and eqUipment errors 
~Algebraic sum of final err ors from initial condition and equipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final err ors from initial condition errors 
~sum of absolute values of final errors from equipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition and equipment er
rors 
----
----
----
-
Rang~ rate , 
rEBef, 
10 -3 kIn/sec 
4 . 83 
-. 08 
. 43 
.10 
- .83 
-20 · 30 
14 · 36 
-3-57 
.03 
-. 10 
-5 ·13 
5 . 44 
39 ·19 
44 . 63 
-5. 64 
2 . 44 
-. 13 
-1 .11 
.10 
-1 · 32 
-30·39 
18 .13 
11.09 
-. 46 
-. 25 
-1.90 
3 ·78 
61 . 64 
65 . 42 
-3 · 60 
27 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE III . - SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM roSSIBLE ERRORS j THE SUM OF ABSOLtJrE 
VALUES OF FINAL ERRORS FROM TABLE II 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from -
Final Final Initial condition and Initial condition errors Equipment time, range, errors equipment Trajectory l()3rEef' errors tf l , Altitude, I Range, Altitude, Range, Altitude, Range, min kIn kIn kIn kIn kIn kIn kIn 
1 3·87 1.51 6 . 69 17 ·76 14. 46 17 · 67 21 . 15 35 · 43 
2 9 · 13 3 · 13 8 . 67 19 · 55 28 .17 22 ·91 36 .84 42 . 46 
3 18 .17 7 · 33 8 ·70 23·07 46 . 82 41 . 85 55 · 52 64 · 92 
4 23 .69 9·78 7 ·84 21.41 54 ·72 51·34 62 . 56 72 ·75 
5 39 · 83 16 · 94 12 . 88 30 .69 70 .02 135 · 59 82 ·90 166 . 28 
6 47 ·81 20 · 98 8 .60 22 .15 47 ·88 117 · 93 56 . 48 140 .08 
7 67 ·17 27 ·83 23·15 53 · 37 52 · 90 187 · 44 76.05 240 .81 
TABLE IV. - FINAL ERRORS FUR TRAJECTORY 4 WITH VARIOUS INITIAL ERRORS 
(a) Initial errors which are negatives of those in equations (20) and (21) 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed Altitude , Range , Altitude rate, 
hef , rEeef ' hef , 
kIn kIn 10 -3 kIn/sec 
1 
r" 
-5 .0 kIn -6 . 61 19 · 54 -23 · 45 
2 Initial ~o~eo = -D. 5 kIn .11 -. 21 · 30 
3 condition heo = -5 .0XlO -
4 kin/sec 
· 93 1 . 43 -· 52 errors 
4 roeeo = -2 .0x10-5 kin/sec -. 15 . 29 -· 36 
5 eao = - 2. OxlO - 4 radian 1 .12 -. 85 2 · 99 
6 ea = -l.OXlO-B radian/sec 23 ·77 -16 . 50 67 ·18 
7 UXa = -1.0xlO -
4 g 
-17 ·73 31.28 -39 ·81 
8 E:quipment UZa = -1 .OX10 -
4 g 
-11.59 2.14 -14· 52 errors 
9 SXa = -_ OX10 -4 gig .02 · 32 .15 
10 SZa = -1.0X10 -4 gig · 52 -. 22 . 62 
a l: (Runs 1 through 10) 
-9 · 61 37 · 22 -7 · 42 
b l: 1 Runs 1 through 41 7 ·8 21 . 47 24 .63 
e l: I Runs 5 through 101 54·76 51 · 31 125 · 28 
d I: 1 Runs 1 through 10 1 62.56 72 ·78 149 · 91 
11 Final errors from all initial condition 
-9·68 37 ·15 -7 · 41 and eqUipment errors 
~Algebraic sum of final errors from initial condition and eqUipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition errors 
cSum of absolute values of final errors from equipment errors 
d8um of absolute values of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
28 
Rang~ rate, 
rEeef' 
10-3 kIn/sec 
-4· 99 
-. 02 
-1. 89 
0 
-. 17 
-1. 22 
3 · 27 
9 ·89 
.60 
-. 17 
5 · 3 
6 ·9 
15·32 
22 . 22 
4· 98 
----------------
\ 
I 
~ 
TABLE IV . - FINAL ERRORS FOR TRAJECTORY 4 WITH VARIOUS INITIAL ERRORS - Concluded 
(b) Initial errors ten times those in equations (20) and (21) 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed Altitude , Range, Altitude rate , hef , rEBef, hef ' 
km km 10 -3 km/sec 
1 r' . 5·0xW km 67·99 -195 · 35 235 · 38 2 Initial roBeo = 5 .0 km -1 .12 2 .14 -3·01 
3 condition heo = 5.0XlO -3 km/sec 
-9 · 27 -14· 34 5. 27 errors 
4 r o8eo = 2 .0XlO -
4 km/sec 1. 53 -2.85 3. 64 
5 Bao = 2 .0XlO -
3 radian -11.16 8 . 53 -29 · 90 
6 ea = 1 .0XlO -5 radian/sec -232 . 54 172 .13 -672·71 
7 EqUipment Ux = 1.0XlO - 3 g a 179·30 -306 · 92 392 · 98 
8 errors Uz = 1.0XlO -3 g 116 . 41 -21.21 144 .60 a 
9 Sx = 1 .0XlO -3 gig - . 22 -3· 20 -1.50 a 
10 Sz = 1 .0XlO -3 gig 
a -5 · 25 2 . 21 -6 . 24 
aE (Runs 1 through 10) 105 . 67 -316 . 44 68 . 51 
b E IRuns 1 through 41 79 · 91 214 . 68 247 · 30 
cE 1 Runs 5 through 101 544 .88 514 . 20 1247 · 94 
dE 1 Runs 1 through 10 1 624 ·79 728 .80 1495 . 24 
11 !Final errors from all initial condition 
and equipment errors 98 . 45 -364 . 58 68 . 49 
(c) Initial errors one hundred times those in equations (20) and (21) 
1 r . 50XlO2 km 801.61 -1915 · 36 2328 . 24 0 
2 Initial roBe
o 
= 5.0XlO km -11.23 21 . 41 -30 .08 
3 condition he = 5.0XlO -2 km/sec -86 . 24 -149 ·89 63 ·87 errors 0 
4 • - 3 15 · 36 -28 . 47 36.40 roBeo = 2 .0XlO km/sec 
5 Bao = 2 .0XlO -
2 radian -110 . 50 86 · 55 -298 .82 
6 Ba = 1 .0XlO -4 radian/sec -1658 . 57 2232.62 -5692 .00 
7 EqUipment Ux = 1 .0XlO -
2 g 1886 .10 -2618 . 51 3431.10 
a 
8 errors UZa = 1 .0XlO -
2 g 1197 · 35 -193 · 67 1387 · 22 
9 Sx = 1 .0XlO -2 gig a -2 .17 -32 .02 -14. 67 
10 Sz = 1 .0XlO -2 gig -52 . 58 22 · 34 -62 · 99 
a 
aE (Runs 1 through 10) 1979 ·13 -2575 ·00 1148 . 27 
bE I Runs 1 through 41 914 . 43 2115 .13 2458 . 59 
cE 1 Runs 5 through 10 1 4907 · 27 5185 ·71 10886 .80 
~ 1 Runs 1 through 10 1 5821 · 71 7300 .84 13345 · 39 
11 !Fina1 errors from all initial condition 
and equipment errors 1080 · 58 -3035 · 27 199 ·06 
~Algebraic sum of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition errors 
cSum of absolute values of final errors from eqUipment errors 
d8um of absolute values of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
Range rate , 
rE8ef, 
10 -3 km/sec 
51.24 
.17 
19 ·01 
- .02 
1.77 
33 · 68 
-26 .12 
-95 · 98 
-6.03 
1.75 
-20 . 53 
70 . 44 
165 · 33 
235 ·77 
-52 . 63 
588 . 21 
1.77 
193 · 49 
- . 15 
21 .09 
3004 · 98 
39 · 48 
-756 . 42 
-60 . 42 
17 ·71 
3049 ·74 
783 · 62 
3900 .10 
4683 ·72 
-618 .11 
29 
TABLE V. - FINAL ERRORS FOR TRAJECTORY 4 WITH START TIME OF 3 . 58 MINurES BEFORE REENTRY 
(a) Estimated from partial derivatives 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed Altitude , Range, Altitude rate, hef, rEeef' hef' 
kIn kIn 10 -3 kIn/sec 
1 r "50 ~ 35 · 50 -26 · 34 63 · 40 2 Initial ro~e = 0 · 5 kIn -. 40 ·76 -1 .07 
3 condition h ~ 5.0XlO -4 kIn/sec . 46 -· 93 · 99 errors eo -
4 roee = 2 .0Xl0-5 kIn/sec .06 -. 03 . 10 0 
5 eao = 2 .0Xl0-
4 radian -1.12 .85 
-2·99 
6 8a = 1 .0Xl0 -6 radian/sec -3 ·66 1.37 -13 · 63 
7 Equipment < UXa = 1 .0Xl0-
4 g -. 01 -1.09 -. 13 
8 errors UZa = 1 .0Xl0 -
4 g 2 .05 -. 81 3 · 97 
9 SXa = 1 .0XlO-4 gig -.02 - ·32 -. 15 
10 SZa = 1 .0Xl0-
4 gig - ·52 . 22 -. 62 
aE (Runs 1 through 10) 32 · 34 -26 · 32 49 ·87 
bE 1 Runs 1 through 41 36 . 42 28 .06 65 · 56 
c I Runs 5 through 10 I 7 · 38 4 . 66 21 . 49 E 
dE I Runs 1 through 101 43 · &:l 32 ·72 87 ·05 
(b) Obtained from computer runs 
1 r "5 ·0 ~ 36 . 11 -26 .82 64 · 93 2 Initial ro~e = 0 · 5 kIn -. 40 
·77 -1 .07 
3 condition h ~ 5.0Xl0 -4 kIn/sec .45 -· 92 · 97 errors eo -
4 roeeo = 2 .0Xl0 -5 kIn/sec .06 - .03 .10 
5 eao = 2 .0Xl0 -
4 radian -1.12 .86 
-2 · 99 
6 Ba = 1 .0Xl0 -6 radian/sec 
-3· 71 1.32 -13 · 64 
7 Equipment < UXa = 1 .0xl0 -
4 g 2 .00 - .82 3·88 
8 errors UZa = 1 .0xl0 -
4 g .02 1.17 .07 
9 SXa = 1 .0Xl0 -4 gig -· 51 . 23 -. 60 
10 SZa = 1 .0Xl0 -4 gfg -.04 -· 32 -. 18 
aE (Runs 1 through 10) 32.86 -24 . 57 53 ·61 
bE I Runs 1 through 41 37 ·02 28 · 54 67 ·07 
cE 1 Runs 5 through 10 I 7 · 40 4 ·72 21 · 36 
d 1 Runs 1 through 10 I 44 . 42 33 · 26 88 . 43 E 
~Algebraic sum of final errors from initial condition and eqUipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition errors 
c dSum of absolute values of final errors from equipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
30 
Rang~ rate, 
rEeef' 
10 -3 kIn/sec 
-14.45 
.06 
-. 20 
-. 03 
.17 
-1 · 53 
-. 84 
-1 .10 
- .60 
. 17 
-18 · 35 
14 · 74 
4 . 41 
19 ·15 
-14· 70 
.06 
-. 19 
-. 03 
.17 
-1. 70 
-1.13 
.89 
.15 
-. 58 
-17 ·06 
14 · 98 
4 . 62 
19 ·60 
TABLE VI. - FINAL ERRORS FOR TRAJECTORY 4 WITH ZERO OLJrPLJr FROM ACCELEROMEl'ERS ABOVE ATMJSPHERE 
Final errors 
Run Errors assumed Altitude, Range, Altit,;-de rate, hef , rEBef' hef, 
km km 10 -3 km/sec 
1 r = 50 ~ 6 ·70 -19 · 53 23·56 2 Initial ~o~eo = 0 · 5 km - .05 . 23 - .21 
3 condition h = 5 .OX10 - 4 km/sec - . 88 -1 . 41 . 61 errors eo 
4 roB eo = 2 .0Xl0-5 km/sec . 21 -. 27 . 46 
5 Bao = 2 .0Xl0 -
4 radian -1 .06 .87 
-2 · 90 
6 8a = 1 .0Xl0 -6 radian/sec -23 · 62 16 .65 -67 ·12 
7 EqUipment UXa = 1 .0Xl0 -
4 g -. 04 -. 82 -. 18 
8 errors UZa = 1 .0Xl0-
4 g 1.45 -. 47 2·93 
9 SXa = 1 .0X10 -4 gig .04 -· 31 -.06 
10 SZa = 1.0X10 -4 gig -. 46 . 24 - · 53 
a I: (Runs 1 through 10) -17 · 71 -4 . 82 -43 · 44 
b 1: 1 Runs 1 through 41 7 ·84 21.44 24 . 84 
c I: 1 Runs 5 through 10 1 26 . 67 19 · 36 73 ·72 
d E 1 Runs 1 through 10 I 34.51 40 .80 98 . 56 
11 Final errors from all initial condition 
-18 . 29 -5·00 -44 . 29 and equipment errors 
~AlgebraiC sum of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition errors 
~sum of absolute values of final errors from equipment errors 
Sum of absolute values of final errors from initial condition and equipment errors 
Rang~ rate, 
rEBef' 
10-3 km/sec 
2 . 41 
- .01 
1.87 
-. 03 
.15 
.16 
- . 87 
-. 80 
-. 63 
. 15 
2 . 40 
4·32 
2 ·76 
7 ·08 
6 . 50 
31 
32 
/ ho =18,476.30 km 
10,000 = 
1,000= 
h= 121.92 km_ 
Even numbered trajectories, variable LID 
Odd numbered trajectories, constant LID 
Trajectory 3 4 
10- 1 
-I 0 
I 
2 
7 
Figure 1.- Altitude versus range for typical constant and variable LID 
trajectories. 
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Figure 3.- Time histories of the errors in trajectory variables for trajectory 4. 
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Figure 5.- Error linearity . 
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Figure 6.- Part i a l derivatives of f i nal a l t i tude wi th respect to i ni t i a l conditions and equipment 
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Figure 7 ·- Concluded. 
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Figure 8.- Partial derivative of final altitude rate with respect to initial conditions and equipmenT 
parameters as function of start time . 
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Figure 9· - Partial derivatives of final range -angle rate with respect t o initial conditions and 
equipment parameters as function of start time . 
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Figure 10.- Parti als of radius of per i gee for an ellipse as functions of start 
time us i ng radius) radius rate ) and range angle rate as variables . 
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Figure 12 .- Final errors versus start time . 
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